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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02092 
CASE NAME: TAN VS. WONG 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BIFURCATE CROSS-COMPLAINT 
FILED BY RUILIAN TAN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
This motion is taken off calendar pending the upcoming mediation.  (The Court meant to do that 
at last week’s CMC but forgot to announce it until the attorneys had left the courtroom.)  
The matter will be taken up, if necessary, at the post-mediation CMC on June 12. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01282 
CASE NAME: PRASAD VS. HOANG 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE OR TAX DEFENDANT’S COSTS 
FILED BY JYOTI GUPTA PRASAD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Plaintiff’s motion to tax defendant’s memorandum of costs is denied. 
 
As Line 3 discusses, defendant made an unaccepted § 998 offer nearly a year before trial, in an 
amount substantially more than the eventual judgment.  Accordingly, defendant is entitled to 
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recover all her post-offer costs, and her reasonable expert witness costs incurred after the offer.  
The Court rejects plaintiff’s assertion that the § 998 offer was not made in good faith. 
 
Plaintiff attempts no serious factual showing that the expert witness fees incurred were 
unreasonable.  This was an expert-intensive case.  Plaintiff made a six-figure § 998 offer of her 
own, and asked the jury to award a seven-figure verdict.  Plaintiff does not try to show that it 
was unreasonable to incur this level of expense (which appears prudent), or that there was 
anything dubious about the experts’ work (which the jury found persuasive). 
 
Plaintiff’s remaining criticisms of defendant’s costs are adequately answered in defendant’s 
opposition, and are not renewed in the reply brief. 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01282 
CASE NAME: PRASAD VS. HOANG 
HEARING ON MOTION TO TAX PLAINTIFF'S COSTS 
FILED BY DEBORAH HOANG, TUAN A. HOANG 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Defendant’s motion to tax plaintiff’s costs is granted in part and denied in part. 
 
This case was tried before a jury in September and October 2018, resulting in a verdict for 
plaintiff in the amount of $8,074.32. 
 
Defendant contends that all of plaintiff’s memorandum of costs should be denied under Code of 
Civil Procedure § 1033(a) on the ground that because plaintiff ended up recovering less than the 
jurisdictional cap for limited civil cases, she should have pursued this as a limited case.  
The Court rejects the contention.  This is unsupported hindsight.  Plaintiff put on a case for 
substantially greater damages.  The evidence would have supported greater damages if the jury 
had seen fit to award them.  Indeed, the Court notes that defendant incurred well in excess of 
the jurisdictional cap for her own expert witness fees – a sound indication that she, too, viewed 
the case as at least potentially a much larger-damages case than it turned out to be. 
 
In other respects, however, defendant’s motion is well-taken.  In October 2017 defendant served 
an offer under Code of Civil Procedure § 998, offering to pay $20,000 to settle the case.  Plaintiff 
did not accept the offer.  The eventual judgment was for far less than that amount.  Section 
998(c)(1) provides: 
 

(1) If an offer made by a defendant is not accepted and the plaintiff fails to obtain 
a more favorable judgment or award, the plaintiff shall not recover his or her 
postoffer costs and shall pay the defendant’s costs from the time of the offer. In 
addition, in any action or proceeding other than an eminent domain action, the 
court or arbitrator, in its discretion, may require the plaintiff to pay a reasonable 
sum to cover postoffer costs of the services of expert witnesses, who are not 
regular employees of any party, actually incurred and reasonably necessary in 
either, or both, preparation for trial or arbitration, or during trial or arbitration, of 
the case by the defendant. 
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The subdivision precisely describes this case.  Plaintiff’s only contrary argument is a conclusory 
assertion that defendant’s $20,000 offer was not made in good faith because it was not a 
reasonable prediction of the outcome at the time.  But of course, plaintiff is squarely up against 
the actual result of the case.  She makes no substantial case as to why, in October 2017, 
defendant was not reasonable in predicting a higher verdict than plaintiff actually obtained. 
 
Accordingly, all of plaintiff’s post-offer costs must be taxed.  As plaintiff does not contest 
factually, that includes $571.47 in post-offer filing fees; $1,798.29 in post-offer deposition costs; 
and $250 in service costs. 
 
Finally, plaintiff’s opposition withdraws her listing of “attachment fees” and her own expert 
witness fees in her memorandum of costs.  She offers no excuse for having included them in the 
first place. 
 

  

4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01639 
CASE NAME: MASON VS. AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR REGARDING LIEN AMOUNT 
FILED BY REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
The Regents of the University of California move for a ruling that evidence of payments they 
made to Paradigm Consultants is admissible in their Labor Code § 3852 lawsuit for recovery of 
payments in connection with Amber Mason’s accident on April 21, 2016.  The motion is denied 
for two reasons, one procedural and one substantive. 
 
The procedural reason is the late disclosure of this claimed item of damages.  The Regents filed 
its lawsuit on January 23, 2017.  On March 26, 2018, the court set a trial date of February 1, 
2019. 
 
At the deposition of Amber Mason on August 28, 2018, defense counsel asked counsel for the 
Regents about the Regents’ damages.  Counsel for the Regents showed defense counsel 
spreadsheets listing the recoverable medical expenses paid to or on behalf of Mason.  Entries 
showing Paradigm’s name or amounts paid to them as consultant’s fees had been redacted. 
Defense counsel were told to ignore those items, that they were not recoverable.  (See 
Lampasona Decl., ¶ 2 and Exs. A and B; O’Boyle Decl., ¶ 4.)  Defense counsel’s understanding 
at the time was that the medical expenses that the Regents had paid were under $200,000.  
(Lampasona Decl., ¶ 2.) 
 
Counsel for defendant Stryker followed up with written discovery, serving special interrogatories, 
form interrogatories, and a document request on November 6, 2018.  Despite being asked 
several direct questions about their damages, the Regents neither provided any figures nor 
disclosed any new or additional documents.  Instead, they made unfulfilled promises to produce 
documents.  (See Responses to Special interrogatory nos. 41-45, form interrogatory nos. 9.1 
and 9.2, and document request nos. 23-27 attached as Exs. D, F and H to Lampasona Decl.)   
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Defendant Stryker also noticed the deposition of the Person Most Qualified at the Regents to 
testify regarding the payments made to or on behalf of Amber Mason, but the Regents never 
produced the witness or gave the deposition.  Instead, on January 11, 2019, three weeks before 
trial, after the discovery cutoff, and two days after defendants settled Amber Mason’s claim at a 
Mandatory Settlement Conference on January 9, 2019, the Regents finally produced a computer 
printout showing evidence of payments to Paradigm.  (Lampasona Decl., ¶ 8.)  At that point, it 
was too late for defense counsel to question any witness regarding the nature and justification 
for those payments.  Even today, the Regents have not provided any detailed explanation of the 
nature and justification for those payments or the contract under which they were made.  Thus, 
the court has no evidence before it of the economic justification for paying Paradigm $970,000 
to reduce Mason’s medical expenses from some unknown number to a number in the low 
hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
 
Entering the final period before trial leading up to the mandatory settlement conference that 
occurred on January 9, 2019, defendants evaluated their settlement position and developed a 
settlement strategy based on the number the Regents had previously provided.   
 
Courts have the authority to disallow evidence not timely produced in discovery, even in the 
absence of a motion to compel.  (See Valbona v. Springer (1996) 43 Cal.App.4th 1525, 1547-
48; Pate v. Channel Lumber Co. (1997) 51 Cal.App.4th 1447, 1455-56.)  Further, changes in 
evidence or legal theories too close to trial may be disallowed if the adverse party has suffered 
prejudice in reliance on the prior state of the claims.  (See Magpali v. Farmers Group (1996) 48 
Cal.App.4th 471, 486; Moss Estate Co. v. Adler (1953) 41 Cal.2d 581, 585-586; Avedissian v. 
Manukian (1983) 141 Cal.App.3d 379, 384.) 
 
The opposing parties are thus put into two distinct binds by the Regents’ tardy and misleading 
disclosures.  First, they have been concretely prejudiced in their settlement strategies.  Here, 
defense counsel had presumably already obtained settlement authority for the claims of both 
Mason and the Regents based upon the economic damages the Regents had previously 
disclosed, and were willing to settle with Mason while leaving the claim of the Regents 
outstanding because they knew its scope.  The late tripling of the amount of that claim 
prejudiced them.  The Regents are estopped from amending the claim at this stage of the case. 
 
And second, even if there had never been any settlement negotiations, defendants find 
themselves unable to defend themselves meaningfully about these several hundreds of 
thousands of additional dollars, because the Regents’ insufficient disclosures and tardy timing 
have deprived defendants of any reasonable opportunity to inform themselves about the content 
and asserted basis for these new items of asserted damages.  It is no answer to say that, now 
that the trial date has been vacated, there’s time for more discovery.  Absent good reason, a 
discovery cutoff is not extended by continuing the trial, or else a case might go on for years from 
cutoff to cutoff.  Moreover, the Court was ready to try this case on its scheduled trial date of 
February 1.  That date was vacated basically because the Regents (finding their main co-
defendants gone from the case) were not ready to try it by then – and part of the reason for their 
unreadiness was that more than half of what they now say were their damages had surfaced 
only after the cutoff. 
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This informational problem bears directly on the Court’s substantive reasons as well.  At this 
point, the Court is significantly hampered, in trying to judge whether the payments to Paradigm 
might be recoverable, by the Court not really knowing what those payments are, or what they 
were for.  The Regents’ present motion is quite uninformative on that topic.  The other side is in 
no better position to enlighten the Court, because they’ve had no discovery.  Both of those are 
the Regents’ fault. 
 
Substantively, the Regents have not shown that the payments to Paradigm would qualify in any 
way as something recoverable by an employer in this type of case. When an employee suffers 
an on-the-job injury caused in part by a third-party non-employer, she may bring an action for all 
proximately caused damages notwithstanding that she also has a worker’s compensation claim.  
(Lab. C. § 3852.)  “Any employer who pays ... compensation ... may likewise make a claim or 
bring an action against the third person.  In the latter event the employer may recover in the 
same suit, in addition to the total amount of compensation, damages for which he or she was 
liable including all salary, wage, pension, or other emolument paid to the employee or to his or 
her dependents.”  (Ibid.)  A later Labor Code section characterizes these additional damages as 
“special damages”.  (See Lab. C. § 3856 (a).) 
 
“’Compensation’ means compensation under [Division 4 of the Labor Code] and includes every 
benefit or payment conferred by this division upon an injured employee ...”  (Lab. C. § 3207.)  
“Compensation” means a payment to which the injured worker is entitled under the workers' 
compensation law.  (Fischl v. Paller & Goldstein (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 1299, 1304.)  The Labor 
Code does not define “special damages” or the phrase “salary, wage, pension, or other 
emolument” as used in § 3852.  The Regents have not supplied a definition either.  However, an 
emolument must be paid directly to an employee to be recoverable by the employer.  (Ibid.)  The 
Regents have not provided any authority supporting their argument that their payments to 
Paradigm are recoverable in their Labor Code § 3852 action.  (See Fischl, supra (disallowing 
employer’s lost profits or increased insurance premiums in a section 3852 action).)  They have 
not established that a payment to a company such as Paradigm is defined by any provision of 
Division 4 of the Labor Code as compensation or Labor Code § 3852 special damages. 
 
Instead, the Regents argue that the payments they made to Paradigm are the equivalent of 
“medical-legal expenses”.  The Regents admit that even if this analogy is apt they have no 
authority stating that medical-legal expenses are reimbursable in a Labor Code § 3852 action by 
the employer.  They offer authority only that such expenses can be included in the amount of 
the credit the employer may assert after the employee’s recovery in a third-party lawsuit before 
the employer is obligated to pay any additional worker’s compensation benefits. 
 
The analogy is not apt, however, and there is a statutory basis to distinguish payments that may 
increase the credit from payments that are sought as reimbursement.  As defined in the Labor 
Code, “medical-legal expenses” are defined as “any costs and expenses incurred by or on 
behalf of any party, the administrative director, or the board, which expenses may include  
X-rays, laboratory fees, other diagnostic tests, medical reports, medical records, medical 
testimony, and, as needed, interpreter’s fees by a certified interpreter ... for the purpose of 
proving or disproving a contested claim.”  (Lab. C. § 4602; see also § 4621.)  The “claim” 
referred to in § 4620 is a claim for worker’s compensation – not a subrogation claim made 
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against a third-party tortfeasor.  Thus, the analogy is not apt because Paradigm’s fees do not fall 
within any of the categories of medical-legal expenses defined in § 4620. 
 
Further, there is a basis to distinguish between credit and reimbursement claims because 
medical-legal expenses are recoverable under § 4621 only for the purpose of proving a 
contested worker’s compensation claim, not for proving a contested third-party recovery lawsuit.  
The hole in the reasoning on page 3, lines 19-21 of the Regents Brief is the assertion that the 
payments to Paradigm constitute compensation.  The Regents have provided no authority that 
the payments are compensation. 
 
The reason why there is no such authority is clear.  Paradigm is not evidently performing any 
function that an employer or its worker’s compensation insurer could not provide in-house, 
through employees hired to monitor, administer, and adjust worker’s compensation claims.  No 
one would argue that an employer or insurer is entitled to recover in a Labor Code § 3852 action 
the salaries of their employees who perform such functions on a workers’ compensation claim.  
Those amounts do not become recoverable just because those functions are outsourced to an 
independent contractor.  
 
In the end, an employer may recover only compensation or special damages.  The Regents 
have cited no authority that their payments to Paradigm qualify as either. 
 

  

5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02072 
CASE NAME: COMMERCE HOME VS. GUARANTEED RATE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY JULIA DEMETER 
* TENTATIVE RULING:  
 
Defendant Demeter files a cursory “joinder” in the more substantial demurrer filed by co-
defendant Guaranteed.  (She has also filed a contemporaneous answer, but that is no bar to 
demurrer.  Code of Civil Procedure §§ 430.30(c), 472a(a).)  Because she files only a joinder, 
however, she is demurring only to those causes of action in which Guaranteed is also named as 
a defendant.  Several of the complaint’s causes of action are asserted only against the 
employee defendants (Demeter, Milton, and Herrero), and those causes of action have not been 
demurred to. 
 
With one exception, the Court sustains the employee defendants’ demurrers to all challenged 
causes of action, with leave to amend, for the same reasons stated on Guaranteed’s demurrer 
(Line 6). 
 
The exception is the 11th cause of action, for “injunctive relief”.  Technically that is not a 
freestanding cause of action, but rather a form of relief to be sought for some other cause of 
action.  That technicality is not raised on these demurrers, however. 
 
The Court is sustaining Guaranteed’s demurrer to the 11th cause of action because it is entirely 
derivative of some or all of the other causes of action pleaded against Guaranteed – and as they 
all fall to demurrer, so must this one too.  That math, however, does not apply to the employee 
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defendants, because there are other causes of action pleaded against them, to which they are 
not demurring.  And while some of the particulars relied on for the injunctive claim would no 
doubt be affected by the problems otherwise identified in Line 6 (e.g., injunction against using 
trade secrets), there are other particulars that form part of this cause of action against the 
employees that have not been legally challenged at this point.  Accordingly, the Court overrules 
the employee defendants’ demurrers to the eleventh cause of action. 
 
If plaintiff elects to file a first amended complaint by March 22, Demeter can respond to it in 
ordinary course.  If plaintiff elects not to amend, then defendant Demeter has already answered 
the original complaint. 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02072 
CASE NAME: COMMERCE HOME VS. GUARANTEED RATE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY GUARANTEED RATE, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Defendant Guaranteed Rate, Inc. (Guaranteed) demurs to all causes of action in the complaint 

pleaded against Guaranteed.  The demurrer is sustained with leave to amend.  Plaintiff may 

file and serve a first amended complaint by March 22, 2019. 

First Cause of Action.  The first cause of action is for misappropriation of trade secrets under 

Civil Code §§ 3426 et seq., known as the Uniform Trade Secrets Act or UTSA.  Successful 

pleading of such a cause of action requires facts establishing that (1) the plaintiff owned a trade 

secret, (2) the defendant acquired, disclosed, or used the plaintiff’s trade secret through 

improper means, and (3) the defendant’s actions damaged the plaintiff.  (CytoDyn of New 

Mexico v. Amerimmune Pharmaceuticals (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 288, 297.) 

This case arises in a contentious and murky area of the law – cases where employees of 

Company A have departed and gone to work for its competitor, Company B (or formed their own 

company to compete).  The key legal battle is often over whether the departing employees have 

taken and are using Company A’s trade secrets for the benefit of Company B.  On one hand, an 

employer’s trade secrets are often the lifeblood of its business, acquired at substantial cost and 

protected carefully.  On the other, however, employees are generally supposed to be able to 

change their employment as they see fit, and are not limited to either moving to an entirely new 

industry, or forgetting everything they learned before the change.  The freedom to move 

between employers applies to experienced and capable employees as well as to rookies; it may 

be that very experience and capability on their resumes that makes movement possible.  A 

trade-secrets theory, if insufficiently corralled and policed, can be an unjust tool for impeding 

employee freedom, if an ex-employer who just got out-competed in the employee marketplace 

brings a meritless case for harassment or deterrence. 

The court in Morlife, Inc. v. Perry (1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 1514, 1519-20, captured the tension: 
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Appellants repeatedly argue that the crux of this case “involves the right of an 
employee to leave the employment of his or her employer, open his or her own 
business and compete against the previous employer.”  While it has been legally 
recognized that a former employee may use general knowledge, skill, and 
experience acquired in his or her former employment in competition with a former 
employer, the former employee may not use confidential information or trade 
secrets in doing so.  

Our Supreme Court recognized the delicate balance between promoting 
unfettered competition and protecting business from unfair conduct in Continental 
Car-Na-Var Corp. v. Moseley (1944) 24 Cal.2d 104:  “Equity will to the fullest 
extent protect the property rights of employers in their trade secrets and 
otherwise, but public policy and natural justice require that equity should also be 
solicitous for the right inherent in all people, not fettered by negative covenants 
upon their part to the contrary, to follow any of the common occupations of life.  
Every individual possesses as a form of property, the right to pursue any calling, 
business or profession he may choose.  A former employee has the right to 
engage in a competitive business for himself and to enter into competition with 
his former employer, even for the business of those who had formerly been the 
customers of his former employer, provided such competition is fairly and legally 
conducted.  [Citation.]”  (Id. at p. 110.)  

To be sure, we acknowledge the important legal right of persons to engage in 
businesses and occupations of their choosing.  Some would count this freedom 
as one of the most cherished commercial rights we possess.  Yet also 
fundamental to the preservation of our free market economic system is the 
concomitant right to have the ingenuity and industry one invests in the success of 
the business or occupation protected from the gratuitous use of that “sweat-of-
the-brow” by others. 

Reflecting this inherent tension, the precedents have reached varying results on similar issues, 

depending on the procedural postures of the cases and the facts alleged or found.  E.g., 

Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226 (preliminary injunction; customer 

identifications not trade secrets); San Jose Construction, Inc. v. SBCC, Inc. (2007) 155 

Cal.App.4th 1528 (summary judgment; fact issue whether construction project binders were 

trade secrets); ReadyLink Healthcare v. Cotton (2005) 126 Cal.App.4th 1006 (preliminary 

injunction; database of nurses and healthcare provider customers represented trade secrets); 

Reeves v. Hanlon (2004) 33 Cal.4th 1140 (after trial; law firm’s client list was trade secret); 

Thompson v. Impaxx, Inc. (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1425 (MJOP; fact question whether 

customers’ identities were trade secrets); Whyte v. Schlage Lock Co. (101 Cal.App.4th 1443 

(denial of preliminary injunction; various product and pricing information was trade secrets, but 

rejecting the “inevitable disclosure doctrine” that ex-employee would inevitably remember and 

use old employer’s confidential information at new job); Morlife, 56 Cal.App.4th 1514 (after trial; 

customer list was trade secret); Metro Traffic Control, Inc. v. Shadow Traffic Network (1994) 22 

Cal.App.4th 853 (denial of preliminary injunction; talents of on-air employees not a trade secret); 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=f0e2e907-dd05-41b6-b89c-669923f6f5c1&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=4860&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XWN-D421-2NSD-R19W-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr16&pditab=allpods&ecomp=3y9Lk&earg=sr16&prid=8bac6fd1-7faf-4722-a843-5e68012f0207
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=f0e2e907-dd05-41b6-b89c-669923f6f5c1&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=4860&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XWN-D421-2NSD-R19W-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr16&pditab=allpods&ecomp=3y9Lk&earg=sr16&prid=8bac6fd1-7faf-4722-a843-5e68012f0207
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=f0e2e907-dd05-41b6-b89c-669923f6f5c1&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A3RJN-4020-0039-443M-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=4860&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XWN-D421-2NSD-R19W-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr16&pditab=allpods&ecomp=3y9Lk&earg=sr16&prid=8bac6fd1-7faf-4722-a843-5e68012f0207
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Courtesy Temporary Service, Inc. v. Camacho (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 1278 (reversing denial of 

preliminary injunction; “route” customer information was trade secret); American Credit 

Indemnity Co. v. Sacks (1989) 213 Cal.App.3d 622 (reversing denial of preliminary injunction; 

customer list was trade secret); Moss, Adams & Co. v. Shilling (summary adjudication; rolodex 

of clients not a trade secret, and using it to send announcement not misappropriation; Klamath-

Orleans Lumber Co. v. Miller (1978) 87 Cal.App.3d 458 (after trial; confidential customer list was 

a trade secret). 

Notably, few of these decisions arose at the stage of an attack on pleadings.  That may make a 

difference.  The Court is not now called on to say whether it is convinced of Commerce’s factual 

theories, or whether they will succeed as the case proceeds.  It is called on only to decide 

whether they have been sufficiently alleged to get past demurrer.  And in judging that, the Court 

bears in mind that at this early stage, Commerce has not had the opportunity to get inside 

Guaranteed to find out in any detail how, if at all, the defecting employees actually have been 

using various categories of Commerce’s information.  Nor, for that matter, has Guaranteed yet 

had the opportunity to make its own factual showing as to either the “confidential” character of 

the alleged trade secrets, or whether and how its new employees have been using them. 

Plaintiff Commerce Home Mortgage, LLC (Commerce) and defendant Guaranteed are 

competitors in the mortgage lending market.  Commerce alleges that Guaranteed hired away 

three of its employees (Demeter, Milton, and Herrero, the three individual defendants in the 

case).  They allege that those three obtained several categories of Commerce’s trade secrets, 

and that they brought that confidential information with them to Guaranteed and are using it to 

compete with Commerce.  The complaint identifies two broad categories of alleged trade 

secrets:  (1) employee confidential information – information about the capabilities and 

compensation of Commerce’s remaining employees; and (2) customer confidential information – 

for example, customer contact lists and information about their financial situations and 

creditworthiness.  (The complaint also refers briefly to Commerce’s methods of evaluating 

and processing loan applications, but does not separately identify that as a category of 

trade secrets.) 

Commerce’s complaint speaks at great length, if not great precision, as to the categories of 

trade secrets on which it relies.  Where it falls far shorter, however, is in its allegations of how 

the defecting employees are using those trade secrets.  That topic is covered in two paragraphs: 

Defendants have misappropriated and continue to further misappropriate 

Commerce’s Trade Secrets by (i) acquiring Commerce’s Trade Secrets with 

knowledge or reason to know that the Trade Secrets were acquired by improper 

means; (ii) disclosing and using the Trade Secrets, which they acquired by 

improper means, without Commerce’s express or implied consent; (iii) disclosing 

and using the Trade Secrets with knowledge or reason to know that the Trade 

Secrets are proprietary to Commerce; (iv) soliciting, recruiting, and hiring and/or 

attempting to solicit, recruit, and hire Commerce’s employees by use of 

Commerce’s Confidential Employee Information. 
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Defendants, and each of them, have been using the Trade Secrets with 

knowledge or reason to know that the Trade Secrets were acquired under 

circumstances giving rise to a duty to maintain their secrecy, and using the Trade 

Secrets derived through or from individuals who had obligations to Commerce to 

maintain the information as confidential. 

Complaint ¶¶ 55, 56.  (There are other paragraphs scattered throughout the complaint to the 

same effect, but they contain no more detailed allegations.) 

This is all too conclusory, even for the pleadings stage.  With the arguable exception of 

“soliciting, recruiting, or hiring” employees, there are no verbs used here with any better 

precision or informative value than “use” or “disclose”.  “Use” how?  “Disclose” to whom?  Is the 

information being “used” in any way more than would fit the discredited “inevitable disclosure” 

theory (Whyte, 101 Cal.App.4th 1443)? 

These paragraphs could readily have been cribbed word-for-word from any off-the-shelf UTSA 

complaint against defecting employees, rather than crafted to allege any particular facts about 

these particular defendants.  The Court realizes that Commerce may not yet be in a position to 

name names and dates of (for example) solicitations of its existing customers.  But we need 

some allegations better than copying out of a formbook.  The stakes are too high, and the 

potential for abusive litigation too great, to let the complaint slide with this little real information. 

Even as to recruiting other employees (and the Court notes that Commerce has actually named 

names on that score), there is a paucity of factual allegation as to how the employee confidential 

information was used.  After all, it is not a tort for Company B to try to hire Company A’s 

promising employees.  And after all, such information as how much Company A is now paying 

the targeted employees may not be known to Company B, but it surely is known to the 

candidates themselves – who, if they’re interested, can be expected to tell Company B what it 

will take to get them to move. 

The Court accordingly sustains the demurrer to this cause of action, with leave to amend. 

Fourth Cause of Action.  The fourth cause of action is for intentional interference with 

contractual relations.  Successful pleading of such a cause of action requires facts establishing 

(1) a valid contract between plaintiff and a third party, (2) defendant’s knowledge of that 

contract, (3) defendant’s intentional acts designed to induce a breach or disruption of that 

contractual relationship, (4) actual breach or disruption of such, and (5) damages.  (Reeves, 33 

Cal.4th at 1148.)  Additionally, because public policy protects the free movement of labor in 

California, a plaintiff claiming interference rooted in the termination of at-will employment as 

Commerce does here must also plead that the defendant engaged in an independently wrongful 

act in the course of its interference.  (Id. at 1152.) 

This cause of action is asserted only against Guaranteed, and posits the theory that Guaranteed 

interfered with Commerce’s employment contracts with Demeter, Milton, and Herrero.  But 

except for the adjective “improper”, it alleges no wrongfulness in either Guaranteed’s desire to 

hire those people, nor how it went about doing so. 
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Sixth and Seventh Causes of Action.  The sixth and seventh causes of action respectively 

plead intentional and negligent interference with prospective economic advantage.  Both of 

these focus on interference with Commerce’s relationship with its existing or potential customer 

base – in other words, competing with Commerce for customers. 

Successful pleading of such causes of action requires facts establishing (1) an economic 

relationship between plaintiff and a third party, with the probability of future economic benefit to 

plaintiff, (2) defendant’s knowledge of that relationship and in the case of negligent interference 

knowledge that a lack of due care would cause interference, (3) defendant’s intentional acts 

designed to disrupt that relationship or negligent acts, respectively, (4) actual disruption of such, 

and (5) damages.  (Korea Supply Company v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 

1153 (intentional interference elements); North American Chemical Co. v. Superior Court (1997) 

59 Cal.App.4th 764, 786 (negligent interference elements).)  As with intentional interference with 

contractual relations, both forms of interference with prospective economic advantage also 

require pleading of an independently wrongful act.  (Nat’l Med. Transp. Network v. Deloitte 

Touche (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 412, 440.) 

Commerce of course doesn’t argue that it is tortious for Guaranteed to try to win its customers 

away.  It argues that this is tortious because Guaranteed (and the defecting employees in 

particular) are using Commerce’s trade secrets to identify and try to get those customers.  But 

as stated above, Commerce’s allegations as to use of trade secrets are too generic and 

conclusory.  Further, the allegations of connection between the trade secrets and the 

solicitations are tenuously made.  Finally, to the extent that these interference torts rest on the 

same nucleus of facts as Commerce’s UTSA claim, they are likely preempted by UTSA itself.  

(See K.C. Multimedia v. Bank of America (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 939, 958.) 

The seventh cause of action further fails because negligent interference requires that a 

defendant owe the plaintiff a duty of care, and there is no such duty of care between two 

competitors in business.  (Stolz v. Wong Communications Limited Partnership (1994) 25 

Cal.App.4th 1811, 1824.) 

Tenth Cause of Action.  The tenth cause of action is for unfair competition in violation of 

Business and Professions Code §§ 17200 et seq., which prohibit “unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent” 

business practices”.  A business practice is unlawful where it violates any law, but a business 

practice may be unfair or fraudulent within the statute’s meaning without violating a law.  (K.C. 

Multimedia, 171 Cal.App.4th at 961.)  A plaintiff alleging unfair business practices under these 

statutes must state with reasonable particularity the facts supporting the statutory elements of 

the violation.  (Khoury v. Maly’s of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 619.) 

This cause of action is simply derivative of the prior causes of action.  Because they all fall on 

this demurrer, so must this one.  Further, to the extent this cause of action bases itself on 

misappropriation of trade secrets, it too may be preempted by UTSA.  (Angelica Textile Servs., 

Inc. v. Park (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 495, 506.) 
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Eleventh Cause of Action.  The eleventh cause of action is for injunctive relief.  As none of the 

claims regarding defendant Guaranteed state a cause of action, there is no basis for injunctive 

relief against Guaranteed Rate. 

Case Management Conference.  In light of these rulings, the CMC now calendared for 

February 27 is clearly premature.  That date is vacated, and the CMC is recalendared for 

July 16, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. 

 

  

7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02072 
CASE NAME: COMMERCE HOME VS. GUARANTEED RATE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY MELISSA MILTON, SEAN HERRERO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
See Line 5. 
 
If plaintiff elects to file a first amended complaint by March 22, Milton and Herrero can respond 
to it in ordinary course.  If plaintiff elects not to amend, then these defendants must file and 
serve answers to the remaining causes of action in the original complaint by April 5, 2019. 
 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02460 
CASE NAME: ACHEAMPONG-QUAYE  VS.  LOANCARE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT 
FILED BY LOANCARE, LLC, 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to strike plaintiffs’ claim for punitive damages is granted 
without leave to amend.  Plaintiffs have failed to adequately allege facts showing a willful and 
conscious disregard of their rights.  (See Smith v. Superior Court (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1033, 
1041-42; Flyer's Body Shop Profit Sharing Plan v. Ticor Title Ins. Co. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 
1149, 1155.)  Further, plaintiffs have failed to allege facts showing that defendant's conduct was 
"despicable".  (See College Hospital Inc. v. Superior Court (1994) 8 Cal.4th 704, 725.) 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02460 
CASE NAME: ACHEAMPONG-QUAYE  VS.  LOANCARE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY LOANCARE, LLC, 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Defendant’s demurrer is sustained with leave to amend, as to all causes of action, 
for the same basic reasons stated in the Court’s ruling on the OSC re preliminary injunction.  
The failures of proof identified in the ruling on the OSC correspond to failures of pleading in 
the Complaint.  Plaintiffs may file an amended complaint on or before March 15, 2019. 
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10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02460 
CASE NAME: ACHEAMPONG-QUAYE VS. LOANCARE 
HEARING ON OSC RE: WHY A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
SHOULD NOT BE ISSUED 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
(This is a reposting of the same tentative ruling posted for this OSC two weeks ago.) 
 
Plaintiffs’ request for a preliminary injunction is denied.  The temporary restraining order, 
issued on January 18, 2019, expired on February 2, 2019. The basis for this ruling is as follows. 
 
1st C/A.  Plaintiffs have not shown the likelihood of prevailing on the First Cause of Action for 
violations of Civil Code § 2923.6.  The version of the statute in effect during 2018, when the 
alleged violations took place, did not prohibit dual tracking.  Further, plaintiffs have failed to 
show a “material” HBOR violation because they have failed to offer evidence that they qualified 
for a loan modification, and that an appeal from the denial of their application for a loan 
modification would have been successful.  (See Civ. Code § 2924.12(a) [courts may enjoin only 
a “material” violation]; Johnson v. PNC Mortg. (N.D.Cal. Aug. 12, 2014) 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
111846, p. 42 [“”even if there were a violation, it was immaterial”].) 
 
2nd C/A.  Plaintiffs’ showing of materiality is even weaker as to the alleged violation of Civil 
Code § 2923.7.  The purpose of a single point of contact is to aid borrowers in submitting and 
tracking the progress of “an available foreclosure prevention alternative”.  (Id., subd. (b).)  Here, 
plaintiffs allege that they successfully prepared and submitted a complete application for a loan 
modification, the alternative of their choice, and that plaintiffs received a written denial of that 
application.  Plaintiffs offer no evidence that their application would have fared any better had a 
SPOC been assigned. 
 
3rd C/A.  The remedy for negligence is an award of monetary damages, not injunctive relief.  
Further, the analysis of the element of causation for this cause of action would be essentially 
the same as the analysis of HBOR materiality set forth above. 
 
4th C/A.  Plaintiffs have failed to show a material HBOR violation, and accordingly have not 
shown an actionable violation of the Unfair Competition Law. 
 
Relative Interim Harm.  Because plaintiffs have failed to show a likelihood of prevailing on the 
merits of any of cause of action, the Court need not go on to consider the balancing of harms.  
(See, Jessen v. Keystone Sav. & Loan Assn. (1983) 142 Cal.App.3d 454, 459; Mamerto Q. v. 
Wachoivia Mortg. (E.D.Cal. July 26, 2011) 2011 U.S.Dist.LEXIS 82329, at *6 [“although 
foreclosure will create irreparable harm, foreclosure is inevitable because Plaintiffs have not 
repaid the loan nor alleged their ability to repay the loan”].) 
 
Undertaking.  If plaintiffs contest the Court’s tentative ruling, they should be prepared to 
discuss the issue of the required undertaking, or an undertaking substitute, such as monthly 
payments.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 529.  See Oksner v. Superior Court (1964) 229 
Cal.App.2d 672, 687 [an order for a preliminary injunction that does not provide for an 
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undertaking is a nullity].)  Plaintiffs argue that there is ample equity in the property, but they do 
not offer supporting evidence.  Further, plaintiffs have not persuaded the Court that allowing 
them to live rent-free in the subject residence, despite their admitted default, would be equitable.  
(See, Davenport v. Blue Cross of California (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 435, 454-55 [“[a] preliminary 
injunction is an equitable remedy, and … one who seeks equity must do equity”].) 
 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL18-05279 
CASE NAME: MARTA ESPINOZA VS. BAY AREAS 
HEARING ON PETITION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION 
FILED BY MARTA ESPINOZA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Plaintiff filed this suit, asserting a number of causes of action based on her central allegation 
that defendant had sold her a used car without disclosing that the car had been damaged in an 
accident.  She then filed this “petition” (more properly a motion) to compel arbitration of the 
dispute.  However, she provides no proof that the arbitration motion was ever served on 
defendant or its counsel.  Accordingly, the motion is taken off calendar for lack of service. 
 

  

12.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-00609 
CASE NAME: HUNTER VS. V&A OIL 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: PRE-TRIAL SET BY COURT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Counsel and parties to appear at 10:00 a.m. for settlement conference. 
 

  

13.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-00609 
CASE NAME: HUNTER VS. V&A OIL 
SPECIALLY SET HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL DEPOSITION OF CROSS-
DEFENDANT SET BY V & A OIL, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Cross-Complainant V&A Oil moves for an order requiring cross-defendant Savidge to produce 
its person most knowledgeable for deposition.  There is no proof that this motion was served 
on any of the other parties, however.  Accordingly, the motion is taken off calendar for lack 
of service. 
 
(The Court notes that movant came in ex parte for an order shortening time, which for some 
unknown reason was presented to Department 33.  Judge Austin granted the order shortening 
time and set this motion for February 14, not 15, in Department 33.  There is nothing in the file 
indicating how it got reset for the proper Department and day of the week.) 
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14.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-01435 
CASE NAME: HAMERS VS. COCOCO 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 7 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
Attorneys to appear for trial call, assuming that the matter doesn’t settle in Thursday’s 
settlement conference in Dept. 1. 
 

  

15.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-02329 
CASE NAME: SAYLOR VS. FREEMAN 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 10 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: 
 
This trial has settled. 
 

 

 


